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Md. Nazrul Islam Talukder, J: 

On an application under Section 10(1A) of the 

Criminal Law Amendment Act, 1958, this Rule, at the 

instance of the accused-petitioner, was issued calling 

upon the opposite-parties to show cause as to why the  

impugned order dated 20.10.2016 passed by the 

learned Special Judge, 4th Court, Dhaka in Special 
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Case No.22 of 2015 arising out of Shahbagh Police 

Station Case No.11 dated 06.03.2014 corresponding to 

A.C.C G.R. No.26 of 2014  framing charge against the 

accused-petitioner under Sections 409/109 of the Penal 

Code read with Section 5(2)  of the Prevention of 

Corruption Act, 1947, now pending in the court of 

learned Special Judge, Court No.4, Dhaka, should not 

be  set aside and/or pass such other or further order or 

orders as to this Court may seem fit and proper. 

The prosecution case, in short,  is that on 

06.03.2014,  one Jatan Kumer Roy, Deputy Director 

(inquiry and investigation-1), Anti-Corruption 

Commission, Head office, Dhaka being informant 

lodged an FIR with Shahbag Police Station, DMP, 

Dhaka alleging, inter-alia, that for personal gains and 

benefits, the FIR named accused, in collusion with 

each other, leased out 7(seven) acres of government 
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land to Dhaka Journalist Co-operative Society at the 

lowest price of Tk.3,38,80,000/- ignoring the market 

value of Tk.18,91,30,900/- of the same. On an inquiry 

held by Anti-Corruption Commission in connection 

with Nothi No.

it was revealed that the former State Minister of 

Housing and Public Works Alamgir Kabir without 

receiving  any application from journalists,  literary 

authors, cultural activists, writers and others sent DO 

letter dated 16.06.2002 to the then Prime Minister for 

allocation of land for establishment of their residence. 

Following the same, the office of the then Prime 

Minister directed the Secretary, Ministry of Housing 

and Public Works to take necessary steps in this regard 

in accordance with law. During pendency of the 

matter, one Amirul Islam, a so-called journalist of the 

Daily Dinkal submitted an application to the State 
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Minister of the Ministry of Housing and Public Works 

to lease out some land in favour of the journalists at 

Pallabi, Mirpur. On receiving the application, on 

23.12.2002, the State Minister directed the Chairman 

of National Housing Authority to take urgent steps for 

leasing out the land in favour of the Journalists. On 

22.02.2004, following an application filed by one 

M.A. Aziz, Secretary of Dhaka Journalist Co-

operative Society, the State Minister also directed the 

Secretary, Ministry of Housing and Public Works for 

taking steps for leasing out the land in favour of the 

journalists. Thereafter, on 31.08.2003, the Secretary of 

the concerned Ministry directed the Chairman of 

National Housing Authority to lease out 7.99 acres of 

land in favour of journalists, literary authors, cultural 

activists and different artists. Subsequently, on a 

meeting presided over by the Secretary of the 
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concerned Ministry, it was decided to cancel the lease 

and approved scheme of land for the Jhilmil 

Bohumukhi Co-operative Society. On 30.08.2008, the 

accused Md. Azharul Haq, former Deputy Director, 

Land and Property Management, Office of the 

National Housing Authority leased out the land in 

question at the rate of Tk. 16,00,000/- per bigha for a 

total amount of value stood at Tk.3,38,80,000/-. A 

deed of lease was executed on 15.10.2006 following 

Rule 5.7.12 of the National Housing Rules, 1993 and 

thereby fixing the rate of the land. In 2001, the 

accused leased out the self-same land at the rate of 

Tk.20,00,000/- per bigha. The ACC collected the chart 

of the rate of the land from Mirpur Sub-registrar office 

and found the rate of the same land as Tk. 2,70,187/- 

per decimal and the value of the land accordingly 

stands at Tk.(2,70,187 X 700)=18,91,30,900/- but they 
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leased out the land only at Tk.3,38,80,000/-. By this 

way, the accused persons embezzled 

Tk.15,52,50,900/-. The accused did not follow the 

National Housing Rules. The accused in collaboration 

with each other sent D.O letter to the then Hon’ble 

Prime Minister. Subsequently, the lease and scheme of 

Jhilmil Bohumukhi Co-operative Shamity was 

cancelled without any reason. The accused persons 

approved and leased out the same to gain unlawful 

benefits. On the basis of the said information, the 

Anti-Corruption Commission initiated Shahbag Police 

Station Case No.11 dated 06.03.2014 under sections 

409/109 of the Penal Code read with Section 5(2) of 

the Prevention of the Corruption Act,1947 against the 

accused of the case. Hence, the FIR.  

After initiation of the FIR, on 11.02.2015, the 

Anti-Corruption Commission after holding 
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investigation having found prima-facie case 

submitted charge-sheet against the accused-petitioner 

and others under sections 409/109 of the Penal Code 

read with section 5(2) of the Prevention of 

Corruption Act, 1947. 

The investigation officer after obtaining 

sanction from the Commission submitted charge-

sheet along with sanction before the Court of learned 

Metropolitan Magistrate, Dhaka, on 16.02.2015. 

After submission of the Charge-sheet, the case 

record was transmitted to the Court of learned 

Special Judge, Court No. 4, Dhaka and the case was 

registered as Special Case No.22 of 2015. 

It is stated in the supplementary affidavit dated 

07.12.2016 that the rate of land in question at Mirpur 

residential  area  was   Tk.16,00,000/-  per bigha as 
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per Notification under Memo No.

dated 11.01.1993 which runs as follows: 

NZfÐS¡a¿»£ h¡wm¡cn plL¡l 
f§aÑ j¿»Z¡mu 

n¡M¡-6 
pÈ¡lL ew-n¡M¡-6/1/Hj-45/84/34   a¡¢lM : 11/01/1993 Cw 
 

fÐ‘¡fe 

f§aÑ j¿»e¡mul A¡Ja¡d£e ¢nÒf J A¡h¡¢pL Hm¡L¡ pj§ql i¢̈jl j§mÉ f¤e: 

¢edÑ¡lZl hÉ¡f¡l “j§mÉ fkÑ¡m¡Qe¡ L¢j¢Vl” 20/12/1992 Cw a¡¢lM Ae¤¢ùa 

pi¡l ¢pÜ¡¿¹ ®j¡a¡hL plL¡l pcu qCu¡ ¢ejÀ ¢m¢Ma S¢jl j§mÉ f¤e: ¢edÑ¡le 

L¢lme:- 
œ²¢jL 

ew 

¢nÒf J A¡h¡¢pL Hm¡L¡ pj§q haÑj¡e fÐQ¢ma  

¢hO¡fÐ¢a j§mÉ 

¢hO¡fÐ¢a f¤e:  

¢edÑ¡¢la j§mÉ 

1z j¢a¢Tm, ¢fmM¡e¡, eh¡hf¤l J g¥mh¡¢su¡ Hm¡L¡, 

Y¡L¡z 

V¡: 200.00 mr V¡: 200.00 mr 

2z d¡ej¢ä A¡h¡¢pL Hm¡L¡, Y¡L¡z V¡: 60.00 mr V¡: 80.00 mr 

3z L¡Ll¡Cm, Cú¡Ve, NË£el¡X, H¢mgÉ¡¾V ®l¡X, 

®p…eh¡¢NQ¡ (j§m psLl 100 g¥Vl jdÉ qCm) 

V¡: 100.00 mr V¡: 100.00 mr 

4z L¡Ll¡l¡Cm, Cú¡Ve, NË£el¡X, H¢mgÉ¡¾V ®l¡X, 

®p…eh¡¢NQ¡ (j§m psL qCa 100 g¥V ¢ial 

S¡uN¡) 

V¡: 80.00 mr V¡: 80.00 mr 

5z L¡Jl¡e h¡S¡l, Y¡L¡z V¡: 200.00 mr V¡: 200.00 mr 

6z g¢Ll¡f¤m, A¡l¡jh¡N, jNh¡S¡l (j§m psL Hl 

100 g¥Vl jdÉ qCm) 

V¡: 100.00 mr V¡: 100.00 mr 

7z g¢Ll¡f¤m, A¡l¡jh¡N, jNh¡S¡l (j§m psL Hl 

100 g¥V ¢iall S¡uN¡) 

V¡: 60.00 mr V¡: 60.00 mr 

8z q¡S¡l£h¡N ®Ve¡l£ Hm¡L¡ V¡: 20.00 mr V¡: 20.00 mr 

9z A¡¢Sjf¤l Hm¡L¡, Y¡L¡ V¡: 50.00 mr V¡: 60.00 mr 

10z aSNy¡J ¢nÒf Hm¡L¡, Y¡L¡z V¡: 16.00 mr V¡: 20.00 mrz 

30.00 mr 

(1998 pe) 

11z nl h¡wm¡ eNl, Y¡L¡z V¡: 50.00 mr V¡: 60.00 mr 

12z L) ¢jlf¤l A¡h¡¢pL Hm¡L¡, Y¡L¡z V¡: 16.00 mr V¡: 16.00 mr 
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M) ¢jlf¤l ¢nÒf Hm¡L¡, Y¡L¡z V¡: 16.00 mr V¡: 16.00 mr 

13z L) ®j¡q¡Çjcf¤l A¡h¡¢pL Hm¡L¡, Y¡L¡ 

M) ®j¡q¡Çjcf¤l ¢nÒf Hm¡L¡, Y¡L¡z 

V¡: 30.00 mr 

V¡: 20.00 mr 

V¡: 40.00 mr 

V¡: 20.00 mr 

14z j¡q¡Çjcf¤l A¡h¡¢pL Hm¡L¡ (j§m psLl 100 

g¥V ¢ial) 

V¡: 20.00 mr V¡M 30.00 mr 

15z m¡mj¡¢Vu¡ Hm¡L¡ (A¡h¡¢pL) V¡: 40.00 mr V¡: 50.00 mr 

16z ¢MmNy¡J f¤ehÑ¡pe Hm¡L¡ (Eš² Hm¡L¡l A¢a¢lš² 

S¢j/--------/f¤ehÑ¡pe hÉa£a Ae¡h¡c£)z 

V¡: 36.00 mr V¡: -------- 

17z l¡S¡lh¡N f¤ehÑ¡pe Hm¡L¡ hÉa£a AeÉ S¢j d¡kÑÉL«a ¢Rm e¡ V¡: 40.00 mr 

18z ------ (L) f¡L¡ ®l¡Xl 10 g¥Vl jdÉ (M) 

AeÉ¡eÉ 

 V¡: 40.00 mr 

V¡: 16.00 mr 

 

2z f¤el¡cn e¡ ®cJu¡ fkÑ¿¹ f§aÑ j¿»e¡mul A¡Ja¡d£e Eõ¢Ma Hm¡L¡l La«Ñfr 

La«ÑL ¢edÑ¡¢la q¡l ØVÉ¡Çf ¢XE¢V fÐc¡e L¢la qChz hl¡ŸL«a S¢j c¡e, 

qÙ¹¡¿¹l L¡m qÙ¹¡¿¹l L¡l£L AhnÉC c¡e qÙ¹¡¿¹¢la S¢jl ¢NgV, VÉ¡„ Hhw qÙ¹¡¿¹l 

¢g ee ¢lg¡ähm q¡ll Ae¤f¡a fÐc¡e L¢la qChz AeÉb¡u c¡e qÙ¹¡¿¹l 

NËqZk¡NÉ qCh e¡z 

3z HC A¡cn 1m¡ S¡e¤u¡l£ 1993 Cw a¡¢lM qCa L¡kÑLl£ qChz 
 

ü¡:/AØfø 
p£m 

 11/1/1993 Cw 
 

It is stated in the application that the accused-

petitioner and others followed Rule 5.7.12 of the 

National Housing Rules, 1993 and also followed the 

area rate of the land as per Notification No. n¡M¡-

6/1/Hj-45/84/34 dated 11/01/1993, approved and 

leased out the same to the Dhaka Journalist Co-

operative Samity; the accused-petitioner has no 
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connection with the alleged occurrence and there are 

no ingredients of the offences as alleged against him in 

the prosecution materials. 

The Rule 5.7.12 of the National Housing Rules, 

1993 reads as follows : 

“5.7.12 pj¡Sl ¢ejÀ, jdÉj Hhw EµQ A¡ui¥š² pLm ®nÐZ£l 

j¡e¤ol Nªq¢ejÑ¡Z hÉhÙÛ¡ ¢e¢ÕQa Ll¡l EŸnÉ ®hplL¡l£ Nªq ¢ejÑ¡Z 

pwÙÛ¡ Hhw pjh¡u p¢j¢a…m¡l LjÑL¡äL Evp¡¢qa Lla qhz 

a¡clL h¡S¡l cl ¢h¢iæ p¤¢hd¡SeL ÙÛ¡e/nqll ®L¾cÐ ÙÛm plL¡l£ 

S¢j hl¡Ÿ Lla qh k¡a a¡l¡ A¡NËq£ ®œ²a¡cl Q¡¢qc¡ ®jV¡a prj 

quz” 

During pendency of the case, the accused-

petitioner submitted an application under Section 

241A of the Code of Criminal Procedure for 

discharging him from the case stating, inter-alia, that 

he is not FIR named accused;  the accused-petitioner 

has no involvement with the alleged offences; the 
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allegations do not come under Sections 409/109 of 

the penal Code read with Section 5(2) of the 

Prevention of Corruption Act, 1947 against the 

accused-petitioner and others as the accused persons 

followed Rule 5.7.12 of the National Housing Rule, 

1993 and also followed the area rate of the land as 

per Notification No. dated 

11.01.1993 and for this reason, charge cannot be 

framed against him.  

Upon hearing the parties and the application for 

discharge, the learned Special Judge, by an order 

dated 20.10.2016, rejected the application and 

framed charge against the accused-petitioner and 

others under sections 409/109 of the Penal Code read 

with section 5(2) of the Prevention of Corruption 

Act, 1947. 
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Being aggrieved by the order of framing 

charge, the accused-petitioner approached this Court 

with an application under section 10(1A) of the 

Criminal Law Amendment Act, 1958 and obtained 

this Rule along with an order of stay of the 

impugned proceeding. 

At the very outset, Mr. Md. Zainul Abedin, the 

learned Advocate along with Mr. Md. Sagir Hossain 

and Mr. Md. Jahirul Islam (Sumon), the learned 

Advocates appearing on behalf of the accused-

petitioner, submits that the Anti-Corruption 

Commission Act, 2004 being a special law contains a 

provision of preliminary enquiry prior to lodging the 

FIR but in the instant case, the complicity of the 

accused-petitioner was not found during  the enquiry 

as a result of which the name of the accused-petitioner 

was not mentioned in the FIR but he has been 
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implicated in this case in the charge-sheet 

subsequently for which the impugned order of framing 

charge is liable to be set aside. 

He next submits that the name of the accused-

petitioner has not been mentioned in the FIR but he 

has been falsely implicated in the charge-sheet only 

because of the reason that the accused-petitioner is a 

political person.  

He then submits that the investigating officer 

during investigation recorded statements of as many as 

10 witnesses under Section 161 of the Code of 

Criminal Procedure, but none of the witnesses 

implicated the accused-petitioner with the alleged 

offence brought against him under Sections 409/109 of 

the Penal Code read with section 5(2) of the 

Prevention of Corruption Act, 1947 and as such, the 
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impugned order of framing charge is liable to be set 

aside.  

He then points out that at the time of enacting the 

Anti-Corruption Commission Act, 2004, the 

legislature had intention that no person should be 

harassed with a mala fide criminal proceeding and that 

is why the provision of preliminary enquiry has been 

kept in the Ain before lodging the FIR and since at the 

enquiry, the complicity of the accused-petitioner has 

not been found, the subsequent implication of the 

accused-petitioner in the charge-sheet is illegal and 

beyond the scope of law and for this reason, the 

impugned order of framing charge requires to be 

interfered with by this court. 

He candidly submits that 2 (two) FIR named co-

accused Md. Matiur Rahman (FIR named accused 

No.3) and Md. Munsur Alam (FIR accused No.4) were 
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discharged from the case by the learned trial judge and 

the present accused-petitioner having had better 

footing than that of the co-accused, the order of 

framing charge against him is liable to be set aside. 

He categorically submits that the alleged 

occurrence took place from 2002 to 2006 and during 

that period, the accused-petitioner was the Hon’ble 

Minister of Housing and Public Works and admittedly, 

he had no involvement in the alleged occurrence since 

the Deputy Minister of the said Ministry was in charge 

of the said project and the rate of the land at Mirpur 

residential area at Mirpur Mouja, was TK.16 crore per 

bigha as per notification No. n¡M¡-6/1/Hj-45/84/34 

dated 11.01.1993 and as such, the accused-petitioner 

did not commit any offence and for these reasons, the 

impugned order of framing charge against the 

accused-petitioner should be set aside.  
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He further submits that the allegation brought 

against the accused-petitioner does not come within 

the purview of the Sections 409/109 of the Penal Code 

read with Section 5(2) of the Prevention of Corruption 

Act, 1947 and on this landscape, there is no reason to 

frame charge against the accused-petitioner. 

He then submits that at the relevant time, the 

accused-petitioner being Minister of the then Ministry 

granted and approved lease in favour of the Dhaka 

journalist co-operative samity following the rate of the 

land mentioned in the notification dated 11.01.1993 

issued by the Ministry of Housing and Public Works 

and considering this aspect of the case, the impugned 

order is liable to be set aside.  

He lastly submits that the Ministry of Housing 

and Public Works granted and approved the lease of 

land in favour of different organizations on the similar 
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terms and conditions that have been set out in the lease  

deed given  in favour of the Dhaka Journalist Co-

operative Samity so the lease in question is not the 

exception to other lease matters that were considered 

by the Ministry of Housing and Public Works at the 

contemporary period and considering the aforesaid 

aspect of the case, the charge should not be framed 

against the accused-petitioner and as such, the 

impugned order of framing charge should be set aside.  

The learned Advocate for the accused-petitioner, 

in support of his submissions, has referred to a number 

of legal decisions taken in the cases of Shamsul 

Haque Chowdhury vs the State, reported in 39 

DLR(HC) (1987)393, Alauddin and others vs the 

State, reported in 1984 BLD(HC)75, Ruhul Amin  

Kha vs State, reported in 56 DLR(HC)(2004)632, 

Khandkar Md. Moniruzzaman vs the State, 
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reported 14 BLD(HC)(1994)308, The State vs 

Khondker Md. Moniruzzaman, reported in 17 

BLD(AD)(1997)54, Debobrota Baiddya @Debu vs 

the State, reported in 58 DLR (HC)(2006)71. 

In the case of Shamsul Hque Chowdhury vs 

the State, reported in 39 DLR(HC) (1987)393, it 

was held that “In order to convict an accused under 

section 409 of the Penal Code, it is essential that three 

ingredients of the said section must be proved before 

convicting an accused. Firstly, the entrustment in 

question or dominion over the property must be 

proved by the prosecution; secondly, the person 

having dominion over or entrustment over the property 

must dishonestly misappropriate the same for his 

personal gain or for the gain of somebody else; thirdly, 

the direction, rule or regulation prescribing the mode 

in which such trust should be discharged need also to 
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be violated. Here in the instant case, although the 

prosecution has proved the first ingredient, namely, 

entrustment, the second and third ingredients have not 

been proved or established at all. That the accused 

dishonestly misappropriated the money for his own 

gain or for the gain of somebody else has not been 

proved at all. Thirdly, the prosecution also totally 

failed in proving that the postal peon in instant case 

has violated the provision of Postal Manual in any 

manner. In the absence of fulfilment of the three 

ingredients of section 409 of Penal Code, the order of 

conviction and sentence as passed by the learned 

Special Judge appears to be not sustainable in law. The 

ingredients of Section 467 Penal Code or for that 

matter, that of section 5(2) of Act II/1947 have not 

been proved in any manner.” 
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In the case of Alauddin and others vs the State, 

reported in 1984 BLD(HC)75, it was decided that 

“Breach of trust by a public servant- When a public 

servant may be charged with such an offence- Mere 

irregularity in purchasing articles will not attract the 

some- To bring home such charge the prosecution 

must prove not only entrustment of or dominion over 

property but also that the accused either dishonestly 

misappropriated, converted, used or disposed of that 

property himself or that he willfully suffered some 

other person to do so.” 

In the case of Ruhul Amin Kha vs the State, 

reported 56 DLR(HC)(2004)632, it was laid down 

that “A witness once narrating the occurrence without 

implicating the appellant with the offence in any 

manner cannot be  permitted to depose for the second 
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time with a view to  implicating the accused and play 

double standard.”......... 

“The Tribunal without considering the facts and 

circumstances and materials on record and applying its 

judicial mind to the provisions of Section 265C and 

265D of the Code of Criminal Procedure framed 

charge mechanically. The impugned order framing 

charges against the accused is thus liable to be set 

aside.” 

In the case of Khandkar Md. Moniruzzaman 

vs the State, reported in 14BLD(HC)(1994)308, it 

was decided that  “An FIR may not contain the details 

of the occurrence in all cases. Omission to mention 

some materials facts in the FIR does not render it 

false.”...... 

“Under Section 265C Cr. P. C, it is the duty of 

the Court of Sessions upon consideration of the 
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materials on record and after hearing the parties, to 

discharge those accused persons against whom it 

appears to the Court that there is no ground for 

proceeding so that frivolous cases and cases of no 

evidence do not occupy the time of the Court and 

innocent persons are subjected to the rigours and 

expenses of a full-scale trial.” 

In the case of State vs Khondker Md. 

Moniruzzaman, reported in 17BLD(AD)(1997)54,  

it was laid down that “In the statements of witnesses 

recorded under Section 161 of the Code, none of the 

witnesses stated that the accused-respondent was in 

any way connected with the occurrence and he 

committed any act of abetment. Under such 

circumstances, the High Court Division was justified 

in holding that there was no sufficient ground for 

proceeding against the accused on the charge of 
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abetment for murder and rightly discharged the 

accused.” 

In the case of Debobrota Baiddya @Debu vs 

the State, reported in 58 DLR (HC)(2006)71, it was 

decided that “The provisions of Section 265C and 

265D are mandatory. A   duty is cast upon the court to 

scrutinise the record and the document submitted there 

before discharging or framing a charge in a case as the 

case may be. Just because name of a particular person 

is mentioned in the FIR or charge-sheet is not 

sufficient to frame charge against him or frame charge         

mechanically so that innocent person may not be 

harassed on false and vexatious allegations.” 

On the other hand, Mr. Md. Khurshid Alam 

Khan, the learned Advocate for the Anti-Corruption 

Commission has submitted counter affidavit denying 

the statements and grounds taken by the accused-
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petitioner and annexing a paper containing the price 

of one decimal of land as Tk. 2,70,187/- at Senpara, 

Porbota, Mirpur in the year of 2005, which was also 

submitted before the Special Judge, Court No. 4 in  

Special Case No. 22 of 2015 in connection with 

Memo No. 28650 dated 23.10.2013. The aforesaid 

chart of the value of land runs as follows:  

c:ew-302 a¡w 21/4/19 25/4/19 25/4/19 25/4/19 

j¡L¡j: ¢hno SS A¡c¡ma ew-4, Y¡L¡ 

¢hno j¡jm¡ ew-22/15 

p¡h-l¢S¢ØVÌ A¢gpl 2005 pel ®l¢S¢ØVÌL«a c¢mml ®j±S¡Ju¡l£ 

na¡wn ¢qp¡h h¡S¡l j§mÉ a¡¢mL¡ pq 2006 Cw pel SeÉ fÐk¡SÉx 

¢hhlZ q¡E¢Sw ¢i¢V Q¡m¡ e¡m¡/®h¡l X¡h¡/f¤L¥l 
A¡…¾c¡  1,27,111 51,193 29,873 AØfø 

A¡e¾ceNl  1,50,000 50,641 47,716 AØfø 
M¡S¡l h¡N  1,56,565 79,948 53,132 AØfø 

Ns¡e QVh¡s£  1,60,960 74,963 41,273 37,180 
Q¡Lm£ 1,88,148 1,52,857 63,000 27,000 25,000 

R¡V ¢cu¡ h¡s£  1,35,000 65,000 39,368 38,500 
R¡V p¡uL  AØfø 50,000 41,051 AØfø 
Sýl¡h¡c  2,63,093 85,000 63,314 32,000 
c¤u¡l£f¡s¡ 2,11,070 1,58,730 1,35,000 57,386 45,000 

¢à…e  1,48,656 77,080 39,687 35,000 
eh¡hl h¡N  1,30,366 65,000 46,750 45,000 
e¾cl h¡N  1,20,000 70,000 57,235 56,000 
f¡al¦e 1,50,000 80,000 50,000 31,000 28,000 

f§hÑL¡¾cl  1,58,000 85,774 81,066 AØfø 
f¢ÕQj L¡¾cl  1,07,85 90,000 AØfø AØfø 
f¡CLf¡s¡ 2,50,431 2,85,520 1,70,526 91,230 AØfø 
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hs p¡uL  2,53,974 1,00,000 70,630 15,000 
hp¤f¡s¡  1,96,078 AØfø 78,773 AØfø 
¢h¢nm 2,68,874 AØfø AØfø AØfø AØfø 
¢jlf¤l  1,77,097 1,50,003 AØfø AØfø 
jl¦m  1,00,000 AØfø 33,500 AØfø 

nMl L¡mn£ 2,32,193 1,60,000 70,000 37,500 30,000 
pef¡s¡ fîaÑ¡ 2,70,187 2,46,070 1,54,598 1,01,163 94,720 

q¢ll¡jf¤l  2,00,000 1,20,300 61,153 58,000 
 

-x ®Sm¡ f¢loc J CE¢eue f¢locl A¡Ja¡i¥š²x- 
¢hhlZ q¡E¢Sw ¢i¢V Q¡m¡ e¡m¡/®h¡l X¡h¡/f¤L¥l 

A¡ö¢mu¡  60,000 50,000 24,088 22,000 
L¡j¡lf¡s¡  1,08,242 83,492 46,250 32,361 

NË¡j i¡V¤¢mu¡  12,000 55,000 24,200 23,900 
QX¡mi¡N  52,000 45,000 17,595 18,000 
¢cu¡ h¡s£  AØfø 62,000 37,200 35,000 

dEl  1,20,000 63,147 39,883 65,000 
emi¡N  64,085 43,555 36,044 33,650 
h¡E¢eu¡ 1,88,168 97,960 AØfø 31,000 30,000 
h¡CmS¤l¡  AØfø AØfø AØfø AØfø 
i¡V¤¢mu¡  99,850 60,000 41,925 36,000 
l¡S¡h¡s£  1,42,061 72,290 37,500 30,000 
l¡e¡i¡m¡  1,01,093 70,397 45,528 41,677 

h¡S¡l j§mÉ ¢edÑ¡le L¢j¢V La«ÑL Ae¤j¡¢ca 
 

ü¡rl p£m Af¡WÉ  ü¡rl p£m Af¡WÉ  ü¡rl p£m Af¡WÉ 
06/11/05 
 

Anyway, Mr. Md. Khurshid Alam Khan, the 

learned Advocate appearing on behalf of the Anti-

Corruption Commission, vehemently opposes the Rule 

and categorically submits that a prima facie case has 

been made out against the accused-petitioner in the 

prosecution materials particularly in the charge-sheet 

submitted on the basis of verbal and documentary 
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materials and the learned trial judge following the 

charge-sheet rightly framed charge against the 

accused-petitioner and others under sections 409/109 

of the Penal Code read with section 5(2) of the 

Prevention of Corruption Act, 1947 and as such, there 

is no reason  at all to interfere with the order of 

framing charge by this Court at this stage. 

He next submits that question of 

misappropriation of money or the question of mala 

fide intention or the question about abetment as per 

Sections 107/109 of the Penal Code are highly 

disputed questions of fact which can be decided only 

on taking evidence from the witnesses of the 

respective parties during trial of this case and as such, 

the learned trial judge rightly framed charge since a 

prima facie has been disclosed against the accused-

petitioner in the charge-sheet submitted by the Anti-
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Corruption Commission and considering this scenario, 

the impugned order should not be set aside.  

He next submits that the rate of the land as well 

as allegation brought against the accused-petitioner are 

bundle of facts which can only be decided on taking 

evidence before the trial Court and that this Court 

invoking jurisdiction under section 10(1A) of the 

Criminal Law Amendment Act, 1958 cannot decide 

bundle of facts involved in this case and for these 

reasons, the Rule should be discharged. 

He then submits that ingredients of Sections 

409/109 of the Penal Code read with Section 5(2) of 

the Prevention of Corruption Act, 1947 have been 

made out in the prosecution materials and as such, the 

learned trial judge rightly framed charge against the 

accused-petitioner and for this reason, the order of 
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framing charge should not be set aside for ends of 

justice. 

Mr. Md. Khursid Alam Khan, the learned 

Advocate for the ACC with reference to “annexure-X” 

to the counter-affidavit, submits that at the relevant 

time of occurrence, the rate of the land in  question at 

Mirpur residential area was Tk.2,70,187/- per decimal 

and in that view of the matter, the total value of 7 

acres of land stands at (Tk.2,70,187/- X 700= 

Tk.18,91,30,900/-) but the accused-petitioner being in 

a charge of the concerned Ministry abusing the official 

power and misusing the authority granted lease at the 

rate of Tk.16 lac per bigha for which the total value of 

the same stood at Tk.3,38,80,000/-  as a result of 

which loss of Tk.15,52,50,900/- occurred in the 

government fund; since this picture of the rate has 

been disclosed in the FIR after thorough investigation 
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by the Anti-Corruption Commission and this issue 

being contradictory to the rate of the land  in question 

by the accused-petitioner has become a disputed 

question of fact which cannot be decided before this 

Court and this fact can only be decided before the trial 

Court on taking evidence and as such, the learned trial 

judge following the charge sheet rightly framed charge 

and for this reason, the Rule should be discharged.  

Mr. Md. Khurshid Alam Khan, the learned 

Advocate for the Anti-Corruption Commission, in 

support of his submissions,  has referred to a number 

of legal decisions taken in the cases of Mr. Moudud 

Ahmed vs the State, reported in 16 

BLD(AD)(1996)27, Taher Hossain Rushdi vs the  

State, reported in 7 BLC (AD) (2002)45, Shariful 

Islam vs Billal Hossain and another, reported in 45  

DLR(HC)(1993)722, Pulin Behari Banic and others 
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vs the State,  reported in 1987 BLD(HC)123,  

Nazrul Islam Khan vs the State, reported in 50 

DLR(HC) (1998)103, Forhad Hossain (Md) and 

others vs the State, reported in 

50DLR(HC)(1998)337. 

In the case of Mr. Moudud Ahmed vs the 

State, reported in 16 BLD (AD) (1996)27, it was 

held that “In framing charge the trial court will only 

see if on the basis of materials collected by the 

prosecution a prima facie case to go for the trial has 

been made out against the accused. The existence of a 

prima facie case to go for trial justifies the framing of 

charges. 

In the case of Taher Hossain Rushdi vs the 

State, reported in 7 BLC (AD) (2002)45, it was laid 

down that “The High Court Division has found that 

the learned judge was of the opinion that the accused 
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petitioner committed the offence as there was 

sufficient materials to frame charge against the 

accused-petitioners including the petitioner. The High 

Court Division on detailed discussion of the materials 

on record rightly arrived at the view that there was no 

infirmity in the order of the learned Special Judge 

rejecting the petition filed under section 265C of the 

Code of Criminal Procedure and framing charge under 

different sections of the Penal Code read with section 

5(1) of the Act II of 1947. 

In the case of Shariful Islam vs Billal Hossain 

and another, reported in 45 DLR(HC) (1993)722, it 

was held that “The  trial court has a wide power to 

frame charges and this cannot be interfered with by the 

Revisional Court by way of giving direction for 

altering a charge or framing a charge. 
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In the case of Pulin Behari Banic and others vs 

the State, reported in 1987 BLD(HC)123, it was 

held that it should be borne in mind that the powers of 

revisional jurisdiction has to be exercised sparingly 

and only when grave injustice is likely to be caused or 

where there has been a clear miscarriage of justice or 

when impugned order is found to be illegal and 

perverse. Revisional jurisdiction of the High Court 

does not create any right in any party but only 

conserves the power of the High Court to see that 

justice is done in accordance with recognised rules of 

criminal jurisprudence. In the instant case the Sessions 

Judges’s observation in respect of allowing a chance to 

the complainant party to examine Investigation Officer 

and Medical Officer aims at doing justice to the party. 

By no stretch of imagination it can be said that 
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impugned observation of the learned Sessions Judge is 

manifestly illegal or against legal principle. 

In the case of eSl¦m Cpm¡j he¡j l¡øÌ, reported in 

50 DLR(HC) (1998)103, it was decided that “A¢ik¡N 

NWe ¢hou öe¡e£l pju A¡p¡j£l c¡¢Mm£ fÐj¡e ab¡ c¢mm fœ 

¢hhQe¡ Ll¡ k¡u e¡ Hhw a¡l ¢i¢ša A¡p¡j£l ¢hl¦Ü j¡jm¡ h¡¢am 

Ll¡ k¡u e¡z”......... 

“A¡p¡j£fr ®bL j¡jm¡ AhÉ¡q¢a ®cu¡l SeÉ ®L¡e clM¡Ù¹ 

®cu¡ ®q¡L h¡ e¡ ®q¡L A¡p¡j£l ¢hl¦Ü A¢ik¡N NWe Ll¡ qh ¢Le¡ ®p 

pÇfLÑ 265 ¢p J 265 ¢X d¡l¡l ¢hd¡e Ae¤k¡u£ c¡ul¡ A¡c¡ma ab¡ 

®k ®L¡e VÊ¡Ch¤e¡ml c¡¢uaÅ qµR Efl¡š² ¢hou ¢hhQe¡ Ll Hhw 

frcl hš²hÉ öe p¢WL ¢pÜ¡¿¹ Efe£a qJu¡z öd¤j¡œ HS¡q¡l e¡j 

EõM b¡Lm Hhw A¡p¡j£l ¢hl¦Ü f¤¢mn A¢ik¡Nfœ c¡¢Mm Llm h¡ 

A¢ik¡Nl clM¡Ù¹ A¡p¡j£l e¡j EõM b¡LmC a¡l ¢hl¦Ü 

k¡¢¿»Li¡h A¢ik¡N NWe Ll¡ p¢jQ£e euz” 

In the case of Forhad Hossain (Md) and others 

vs the State, reported in 50DLR(HC)(1998)337, it 
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was held that “Trial court has a wide power regarding 

framing of charge. This cannot be interfered with 

lightly either by the revisional court or the appellate 

court.”....... 

 “To frame a charge or to consider an application 

of the accused person that the charge brought against 

him is groundless trial court is not obliged to consider 

the statements of any witness recorded under Section 

164 CrPC.” 

Mr. A.K.M. Amin Uddin, the learned Deputy 

Attorney-General  appearing for the State, submits that 

a prima-facie case has been disclosed against the 

accused-petitioner in the charge-sheet, so there is no 

illegality in the charge framing order and this reason, 

the Rule should be discharged. 

He next submits that the accused-petitioner was 

the Minister at the relevant time of occurrence and for 
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this reason, he cannot deny the responsibility and 

liability of the occurrence and in that view of the 

matter, the learned trial judge rightly framed charge. 

He lastly submits that the submissions of the 

learned Advocate for the accused-petitioner are with 

regard to facts which require to be proved before the 

trial court on taking evidence from the witnesses of the 

respective parties and considering this aspect of the 

case, the Rule should be discharged. 

Before coming to a decision in this Rule, we 

want to discuss about the revisional powers, functions 

and objects of the High Court Division vested in it by 

Section 439 read with Section 435 of the Code of 

Criminal Procedure with reference to some legal 

decisions taken in a number of cases. 

It is pertinent to note that the revisional 

powers of the High Court Division vested in it by 
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section 439 read with section 435, do not create 

any right in the litigant, but only conserve the 

power of the High Court Division to see that 

justice is done in accordance with the recognized 

rules of criminal jurisdiction and that subordinate 

courts do not exceed their jurisdiction or abuse 

their powers vested in them by the Code. In 

hearing and determining cases under section 439 

of the Code the High Court Division discharges 

its statutory function of supervising the 

administration of justice on the criminal side.  

The object of revisional jurisdiction is to 

confer upon superior criminal courts a kind of 

paternal or supervisory jurisdiction. And the idea 

is to correct miscarriage of justice which may 

arise from various causes, viz.— 
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(i) misconception of law, 

(ii) irregularity of procedure,  

(iii) neglect of proper precautions, or  

(iv) apparent harsh treatment.  

This miscarriage of justice has a two-fold 
effect, namely— 

(a)  it has caused injury to the maintenance 
of law and order; and  

(b) it has caused undeserved hardship to 

individuals. In this context the High 

Court Division has to consider in revision 

if substantial justice has been done or not.  

The revisional jurisdiction can be exercised 

only in exceptional cases where the interest of 

public justice requires interference for the 

correction of the manifest illegality or the 

prevention of gross miscarriage of justice. The 

jurisdiction is not ordinarily invoked or used 

merely because the trial court has taken a wrong 
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view of the law or misappropriated the evidence 

on record. The High Court Division would be 

justified in interfering—  

(1)  where the trial court had wrongly 

shut out evidence;  

(2)  where the appeal court had 

wrongly held evidence admitted by 

the trial court to be inadmissible;  

(3)  where material evidence has been 

overlooked by the trial court or the 

court of appeal;  

(4)  where the acquittal had been based 

on a compounding of the offence not 

permitted by law; 

(5)  where there is any incorrectness, 

illegality or impropriety of any 

finding, sentence or order recorded 

or passed by the courts below 

and/or irregularity of any 
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proceeding pending before the 

inferior courts.  

Reading sections 439 and 435 of the Code 

together, it is evident that the High Court 

Division can interfere in all cases of incorrectness, 

illegality or impropriety of any finding, sentence 

or order, of the irregularity of any proceeding of 

the inferior courts by taking such measures or 

passing such orders as could be passed by an 

appellate court. The powers of the High Court 

Division under section 439 are very wide and are 

not limited to the powers mentioned in sub-

section (1) which merely describes some of the 

reliefs which the High Court may grant in 

exercising its revisional powers, but it is not 

exhaustive. At the hearing of an application in 

revision admitted on the ground of sentence 

only, a judge is competent to interfere with both 
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the conviction and sentence. His powers under 

section 439 cannot be in any way fettered by the 

provisions of section 435 under which the records 

have been called for.  

By dint of revisional power, the High Court 

Division may interfere either by calling for the 

record under section 435 or when the case 

otherwise comes to its knowledge. The High 

Court Division may interfere in revision upon 

information in whatever way received. 

Revisional jurisdiction can be exercised by the 

High Court Division by being moved either by 

the accused/convicted person himself or by any 

other person or suo motu on the basis of its own 

knowledge derived from any source whatsoever 

without being moved by any person at all. All 

that is necessary to bring the High Court’s power 

of revision into operation is such information as 
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makes the High Court Division think that an 

order made by a subordinate court is fit for 

exercise of its powers of revision. Where the 

record of a case is before the high Court in an 

appeal which is incompetent, it can be said that 

the case comes to the knowledge of the High 

Court Division within the meaning of this 

section.  

Although the court has power under section 

439 of the Code to call for cases not only on 

judicial information but also to deal with a case 

which otherwise comes to its knowledge. Yet in 

most circumstances it is a right practice that the 

judge should be moved in open court.  

The High Court Division may exercise its 

power of revision upon the petition of a private 

person occupying the position of a complainant 
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in the case in which revision is sought. When an 

order of discharge of an accused person has the 

effect of operating to the detriment of a third 

person, such person has the right to apply in 

revision.  

The High Court Division can exercise its 

revisional power even when the petitioner has 

not filed the certified copy of the impugned 

order. A revision cannot be dismissed on 

procedural technicalities.  

The High Court Division may also exercise 

its power on its own initiative. The revisional 

jurisdiction of the High Court Division can be 

exercised suo motu even though the accused dos 

not desire it.  

It may be noted that the High Court 

Division will not interfere in revision unless it is 
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satisfied that it is necessary to do so to prevent an 

otherwise irreparable injustice. The High Court 

Division will not always interfere even though 

the order of the court below is wrong in law or 

merely irregular if no prejudice is shown to have 

resulted to the accused. But it would not hesitate 

to disturb a legal order in revision if it were 

unjust. It is not the practice of the High Court 

Division to entertain applications in revision 

where the decision of the trial court involves 

some point of law. The discretion under sections 

439 and 435 ought only to be exercised in order to 

prevent substantial injustice, or where it involved 

a point of law of general importance which may 

govern other cases. The High Court Division will 

not interfere unless the error in law has led to a 

failure of justice. It is not the duty of the court to 

correct mere mistakes in law which have no more 
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effect than mistakes in grammar or spelling. The 

power of interference is to be exercised only for 

the purpose of correcting injustice, not mere 

illegality. The High Court Division’s revisional 

jurisdiction is normally to be exercised only in 

exceptional cases, when there is a glaring defect 

in the procedure or there is a manifest error of 

point of law and consequential flagrant 

miscarriage of justice.  

In a revisional matter, the High Court 

Division does not take a technical view and 

interfere in every case where an order has been 

made irregularly or even improperly. Where the 

trial court has given inadequate reasons for 

passing a particular order, but the order has been 

rightly made, the High Court Division will not 

interfere.  
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The mere fact that the High Court Division 

sitting as a court of appeal might have come to a 

different conclusion on facts from what the 

Special Judge arrived at is not a sufficient ground 

for an application in revision.  

Section 439 of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure must be read along with and subject to 

the provision of section 435 of the Code. In 

respect of special cases under the Criminal Law 

Amendment Act 1958, the revisional power deals 

with section 10(1A) of the Criminal Law 

Amendment Act, 1958. The object is to confer a 

kind of paternal and supervisory jurisdiction in 

order to correct miscarriage of justice arising 

from misconception of law irregularity of 

procedure, neglect of proper precautions and 
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apparent harshness of treatment. The revisional 

Jurisdiction of High Court Division is very 

extensive. The Jurisdiction under Section 10(1A) 

of the Act which is very wide may be exercised to 

test the correctness, legality or even the propriety 

of the finding sentence or order of the 

subordinate court or for satisfying itself as to the 

legality of their proceeding.  

The propriety or legality of the charge as 

framed against the accused-petitioner cannot be 

scrutinised and interfered with under section 

10(1A) of the Criminal Law Amendment Act, 

1958 as the trial Court is the sole authority to 

frame charge against any accused having a prima 

facie case against him and the High Court 

Division in exercise of its revisional jurisdiction 
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under section 10(1A) of the Act does not 

generally go into facts but in certain 

circumstances this Court for rectification of 

injustice may also go into facts, if in the 

determination of any question of facts, onus is 

wrongly placed upon any party or an incorrect 

principle has been applied in determining the 

question of fact or any material piece of evidence 

has been ignored by the court below. This court 

having paternal and supervisory jurisdiction can 

certainly, in the interest of justice, scrutinise and 

go into facts and examine the propriety of the 

impugned order of finding in question. 

The revisional powers are not limited to the 

powers mentioned in section 10(1A) of the 

Criminal Law Amendment Act, 1958 which 
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merely describes some of the relief’s which the 

High Court Division may grant. But it is not 

exhaustive. It has all the powers of an appellate 

Court and more it can enhance sentence. The 

revisional power though very wide is purely 

discretionary to be fairly exercised according to 

the exigencies of each case. It is an extra-ordinary 

power which must be exercised with due regard 

to the circumstances of each particular case. A 

private party who has no right of appeal, can 

come in revision where the Durnity Daman 

Commission/Government fails to exercise the 

right of appeal.  

Under section 10(1A) of the Criminal Law 

Amendment Act, 1958 and under section 439 of 

the Code of Criminal Procedure the High Court 
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Division may also suo motu call for the record of 

the Courts subordinate to it and set aside any 

order passed by such Courts in any legal 

proceeding which has caused miscarriage of 

justice. Even there is no prescribed period of 

limitation either in the Code of Criminal 

Procedure or in the Limitation Act, 1908 for filing 

revision. As a matter of longstanding practice, 60 

(sixty) days limitation for preferring criminal 

revision before High Court Division as provided 

under Article 155 of the First Schedule of the 

Limitation Act for appeal is being followed for 

revision. But in the interest of justice, there is no 

legal bar to entertain the revisional application 

even after the period of 60 (sixty) days. Moreover 

in the absence of any limitation prescribed for 
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revision under the law, it cannot also be properly 

said that the application filed beyond 60 (sixty) 

days is barred by limitation. The revisional Court 

is to look into the question whether there has 

been gross negligence on the part of the 

petitioner or an inordinate delay in moving such 

revisional application.  

Now we want to discuss about the 

provisions of law with regard to framing charge 

and discharging accused from the case along 

with some legal decisions relating to framing 

charge and discharging the accused from the 

case.  

Sub-section (3) of the Section 6 of the 

Criminal Law Amendment Act, 1958 provides 

that the provision of Chapter XX of the Code 
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Criminal Procedure, 1898, shall apply to trial of 

cases under the Act, in so far as they are not 

inconsistent with the provisions of the Act. 

Chapter XX of the Code of Criminal Procedure 

deals with the trial of cases by the Magistrates. 

Section 241A Cr. P.C. deals with discharge and 

Section 242 Cr. PC. deals with when charge to be 

framed.  

241A of the Code of Criminal Procedure: 

When accused shall be discharged— When the 

accused appears or is brought before the Special 

Judge and if the Special Judge upon 

consideration of the record of the case and the 

documents submitted therewith and making 

such examination, if any, of the accused as the 

Special Judge thinks necessary and after giving 
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the prosecution and the accused an opportunity 

of being heard, considers the charge to be 

groundless, he shall discharge the accused and 

record his reasons for so doing.  

The procedure prescribed by the section 

should be strictly followed. An order of discharge 

can be made only according to the words of the 

section that no case has been made out. The 

Special Judge should first take into consideration 

the prosecution case as given in FIR, charge-

sheet, statements of witnesses recorded by the 

investigating officer of the Durnity Daman 

Commission and the documents produced and 

also hear the defence and then apply the law to 

the criminal acts to find whether there is prima-
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facie case and the Special Judge can discharge the 

accused if no case has been made out.  

In the case of Moudud Ahmed Vs. The 

State reported in 16 BLD (AD) 27, it has been 

held that in framing charge the trial Court will 

only see if on the basis of the materials collected 

by the prosecution a prima facie case to go for the 

trial has been made out against the accused. The 

existence of a prima facie case to go for trial 

justifies the framing of charges.  

In the case of Taher Hossain Rushdi Vs. 

State, reported in 6BLC282/Sections 241A, 242, 

256C, 265D(1) and 439, it was decided that in the 

instant case there are detailed allegations against 

the accused petitioner and his accomplices and 

during the investigation it is revealed that the 
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papers produced before the investigating agency 

were also examined by the handwriting expert 

and it was found that the documents in question 

and bills and vouchers were fictitious and hence 

there is no illegality in framing charges against 

the petitioners. The view taken by the High Court 

Division has been affirmed by Appellate Division 

in the case reported in 7 MLR (AD) 116.  

In the case of H.M. Ershad Vs. The State 

reported in 45 DLR 533, it has been held that 

Section 241 of the Code of Criminal Procedure 

casts a duty on the Judge to discharge the 

accused when there is no ground for proceeding 

with the case and his order must record reasons 

therefore. The Court has jurisdiction to pass an 

order of discharge if it was satisfied that the 
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charge was groundless for which it was to give 

reasons but if it framed charge it was not 

required of the court to record reasons. In 

interpreting the provisions sections 241 and 242 

of the Cr.P.C, the High Court Division held that 

the Court has jurisdiction to pass an order of 

discharge if he is satisfied that the charge is 

groundless and if he finds so, has to give reason 

but in framing charge it is not required for to 

record reason showing that there are grounds for 

framing charge, if it is enough if the Court is of 

opinion that there is ground the presumption is 

that the accused has committed the offence. The 

formation of such opinion is dependant only on 

the application of judicial mind based on 

materials collected from the records of the case.  
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In the case of Begum Khaleda Zia Vs. State 

reported in 21 BLC (AD) 151, it has been held that 

the petitioner was on dock and the contents of 

charge had been read over to the petitioner who 

denied the charge and pleaded not guilty. In 

view of the contents of the order sheet, we are 

unable to accept the extraneous matter produced 

before the High Court Division and to observe 

that the contents of the charge had not been read 

over to the petitioner.  

In the case of Begum Khaleda Zia Vs. State 

reported in 21 BLC (AD) 16 it has been further 

held that since from the prosecution papers 

disclosed prima-facie case against the petitioner 

there was no error in the order framing charge. 

Relying upon the extraneous matter it is difficult 
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for the Appellate Division to accept the 

submission, in view of the facts that the order 

sheet shows that the petitioner, at the relevant 

time, was on dock and contents of charge had 

been read over to her who pleaded not guilty and 

claimed to be tried.  

In the case of Begum Khaleda Zia Vs. State 

and another reported in 19 BLC 398 it has been 

decided that though there was an application 

under section 241A of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure but that was not considered and the 

learned Judge rejected the same on the ground 

that the learned advocate for the accused-

petitioner did not move the application. In 

Special Case No. 5 of 2013 there was no 

application under section 241A of the Code of 
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Criminal Procedure rather from the order sheet it 

is found that after framing charge, learned 

advocate for the accused-petitioner filed an 

application under section 241A of the Code of 

Criminal Procedure. It is true that exercise of 

sections 241A and 242 of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure are independent of any application, 

but on perusal of the impugned orders, it cannot 

be said that the Court below did not comply with 

the provisions of sections 241A and 242 of the 

Code of Criminal Procedure. Both sections 241A 

and 242 of the Code should be read together. This 

view has been affirmed by the Appellate Division 

as referred above i.e. 21 BLC (AD) 16 and 21 BLC 

(AD) 151. 
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In the case of Habibur Rahman Vs. Md. 

Showkat Ali and others reported in 24 BLC (HD) 

(2019) 906 it has been repeatedly held that there is 

no scope to discharge the accused at the time of 

charge hearing accepting the defence version 

when prima-facie case is disclosed. The disputed 

question of facts, the defense version of the 

accused, defense materials and prima-face case 

only be proved/disproved/discarded at the time 

of trial by taking evidence.  

It has been further held that at the time of 

charge hearing (under Sections 241A and 242 Cr. 

P.C.), the Judge is to see whether the allegations 

in the petition of complaint constitutes prima-

facie offence as alleged but the court below 

without giving the complainant any opportunity 
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to adduce any evidence to prove the allegations 

has discharged the accused.  

In the case of Anti Corruption Commission 

Vs. The State and another reported in 25 BLC 

(HD) 29 it has been held that the Anti Corruption 

Commission being prosecuting agency may 

submit charge-sheet following the allegations 

made in the FIR if it finds prima-facie case 

against the accused. But it has no right to resolve 

any dispute alleged by the accused. The accused 

has every right and authority to produce his/her 

defence materials before the court during trial of 

the case. Moreover, there is no provision of 

submitting any application before the 

investigating officer for making reassessment of 

the allegations, liabilities, expenditures and costs 
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of construction of house. There is an ample scope 

for the accused to explain about the allegations 

and rectify the mistake in calculating assets, even 

if any, at the time of trial as required under 

section 27(1) of the Anti-Corruption Commission 

Act, 2004. Besides the prosecution must also be 

given opportunity to prove the allegations by 

adducing evidence before the trial court. Be that 

as it may, going through the prosecution 

materials on record, we are of the view that a 

prima-facie case with regard to offences under 

sections 26(2) and 27(1) of the Anti-Corruption 

Commission Act, 2004 has been disclosed against 

the accused. The allegations so brought against 

the accused are highly disputed question of facts 

which cannot be resolved without taking aid of 
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the evidence to be adduced by the parties before 

the trial court. The High Court Division relied 

upon in the case of Moudud Ahmed Vs. State, 

reported in 16 BLD (AD) 27=48 DLR (AD) 42; in 

the case of Taher Hossain Vs. State reported in 7 

BLC (AD) 45 and in the case of Nazrul Islam Vs. 

State reported in 50 DLR 103 it was spelt out that 

the learned trial judge may frame charge against 

an accused under section 242 of the Code of 

Criminal Procedure if there are sufficient 

prosecution materials on record to frame charge 

against an accused. It is true that the charge 

cannot be framed against the accused-person 

mechanically unless any reasonable and cogent 

prima-facie case is disclosed against the accused 
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in the FIR as well as in the charge-sheet and in 

other prosecution materials. 

We have gone through the application under 

Section 10(1A) of the Criminal Law Amendment Act, 

1958 and perused the prosecution materials annexed 

therewith. We have also heard the submissions 

advanced by the learned Advocates for the respective 

parties and considered their submissions to the best of 

our wit and wisdom. 

It may be mentioned that the submissions 

advanced by the learned Advocate for the accused-

petitioner mainly rest on 3 (three) propositions.  In 

order to come to a decision on each of the issues, we 

will take up the issues one after another for discussion 

and decision.  

Firstly, as per submission of the learned 

Advocate for the accused-petitioner,  though the 
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accused-petitioner  was the Minister of the Ministry of 

Housing and Public Works, he had no involvement in 

the alleged occurrence because the Deputy Minister of 

the said Ministry was in charge of the said project and 

the rate of the land  in question at Mirpur residential 

area at Mirpur mouza was Tk. 16 crore per bigha as 

per Notification No. n¡M¡-6/1/Hj-45/84/34 dated 

11.01.1993 and as such, the accused-petitioner did not 

commit any offence and for this reason, the order of 

framing charge is liable to be set aside.  

In reply to the aforesaid submissions, Mr. Khan 

spells out that the allegations that have been brought 

against the accused-petitioner are all disputed 

questions of fact which cannot be resolved without 

evidence and that the allegations mentioned in the 

charge-sheet disclose a prima facie case to go for trial 

and for this reason, the learned trial judge rightly 
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framed charge and that being the reason, the Rule 

should be discharged. 

Further, Mr. Abedin has categorically asserted 

that the accused-petitioner and others leased out 7.00 

acres of government land at the rate of Tk. 16,00,000/- 

per bigha at Mirpur residential area from 11.01.1993 

to 29.04.2007 as per notification contained in memo 

No. n¡M¡-6/1/Hj-45/84/34 dated 11.01.1993.  

Per contra, with reference to the Circular No. 

28650 dated 23/10/2013, Mr. Khan rebutting the 

aforesaid contention of the accused-petitioner has 

showed us that at the relevant time, the value of the 

land in question was Tk. 2,70,187/- per decimal in 

Mirpur residential area particularly in 2006. 

Keeping the submissions of the learned 

Advocates for the respective parties in mind, we want 
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to see whether there is any prima facie case against the 

accused-petitioner in the prosecution materials.   

It is alleged in the FIR that that for personal 

gains and benefits, the FIR named accused, in 

collusion with each other, leased out 7(seven) acres of 

government land to Dhaka Journalist Co-operative 

Society at the lowest price of Tk.3,38,80,000/- 

ignoring the market value of Tk.18,91,30,900/- of the 

same. On an inquiry held by Anti-Corruption 

Commission in connection with Nothi No.

it was revealed that the 

former State Minister of Housing and Public Works 

Alamgir Kabir without receiving  any application from 

journalists,  literary authors, cultural activists, writers 

and others sent DO letter dated 16.06.2002 to the then 

Prime Minister for allocation of land for establishment 

of their residence. Following the same, the office of 
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the then Prime Minister directed the Secretary, 

Ministry of Housing and Public Works to take 

necessary steps in this regard in accordance with law. 

During pendency of the matter, one Amirul Islam, a 

so-called journalist of the Daily Dinkal submitted an 

application to the State Minister of the Ministry of 

Housing and Public Works to lease out some land in 

favour of the journalists at Pallabi, Mirpur. On 

receiving the application, on 23.12.2002, the State 

Minister directed the Chairman of National Housing 

Authority to take urgent steps for leasing out the land 

in favour of the Journalists. On 22.02.2004, following 

an application filed by one M.A. Aziz, Secretary of 

Dhaka Journalist Co-operative Society, the State 

Minister also directed the Secretary, Ministry of 

Housing and Public Works for taking steps for leasing 

out the land in favour of the journalists. Thereafter, on 
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31.08.2003, the Secretary of the concerned Ministry 

directed the Chairman of National Housing Authority 

to lease out 7.99 acres of land in favour of journalists, 

literary authors, cultural activists and different artists. 

Subsequently, on a meeting presided over by the 

Secretary of the concerned Ministry, it was decided to 

cancel the lease and approved scheme of land for the 

Jhilmil Bohumukhi Co-operative Society. On 

30.08.2008, the accused Md. Azharul Haq, former 

Deputy Director, Land and Property Management, 

Office of the National Housing Authority leased out 

the land in question at the rate of Tk. 16,00,000/- per 

bigha for a total amount of value stood at 

Tk.3,38,80,000/-. A deed of lease was executed on 

15.10.2006 following Rules 5.7.12 of the National 

Housing Rules, 1993 and thereby fixing the rate of the 

land. In 2001, the accused leased out the self-same 
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land at the rate of Tk.20,00,000/- per bigha. The ACC 

collected the chart of the rate of the land from Mirpur 

Sub-registrar office and found the rate of the same 

land as Tk. 2,70,187/- per decimal and the value of the 

land accordingly stands at Tk.(2,70,187 X 

700)=18,91,30,900/- but they leased out the land only 

at Tk.3,38,80,000/-. By this way, the accused persons 

embezzled Tk.15,52,50,900/-. The accused persons did 

not follow the National Housing Rules. The accused 

persons in collaboration with each other sent D.O 

letter to the then Hon’ble Prime Minister. 

Subsequently, the lease and scheme of Jhilmil 

Bohumukhi Co-operative Shamity was cancelled 

without any reason. The accused persons approved and 

leased out the land in question to gain unlawful 

benefits. On the basis of the said information, the 

Anti-Corruption Commission initiated Shahbag Police 
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Station Case No.11 dated 06.03.2014 under sections 

409/109 of the Penal Code read with Section 5(2) of 

the Prevention of the Corruption Act,1947 against the 

accused of the case.  

The record indicates that after initiation of the 

FIR, on 11.02.2015, the Anti-Corruption 

Commission after holding investigation having 

found prima-facie case submitted charge-sheet 

against the accused-petitioner and others under 

sections 409/109 of the Penal Code read with section 

5(2) of the Prevention of Corruption Act, 1947. 

In order to have better understanding with 

respect to the allegation, we want to quote a relevant 

portion of allegation disclosed in the F.I.R. A 

reference to the F.I.R. runs as follows : 

“Ae¤på¡eL¡m fÐ¡ç abÉ J L¡NSfœ¡¢c fkÑm¡Qe¡u A¡l¡ 

®cM¡ k¡u ®k, Na 1993 pel Nªq¡ue e£¢aj¡m¡ pwn¡¢da 1999 Hl 
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Ae¤µRc 5.7.12 H pjh¡u p¢j¢aL S¢j h¡S¡l j§mÉ hl¡Ÿ qh jjÑ 

EõM luRz Ca¡f§hÑ Na 2001 ¢MËx pe ¢jlf¤l c¡l¦p p¡m¡j 

Hm¡L¡u kb¡¢euj j¿»Z¡mul Ae¤j¡ce p¡fr 2,00,00,000/00 

V¡L¡ ¢hO¡ cl Hhw JC Hm¡L¡u AeÉ ÙÛ¡e 20,00,000/00 V¡L¡ ¢hO¡ 

cl i¢̈j hl¡Ÿ fÐc¡e Ll¡ quRz ¢L¿º H ®rœ S¡a£u Nªq¡ue 

e£¢aj¡m¡l 5.7.12 Ae¤µRc Eõ¢Ma h¡S¡l j§mÉ Ae¤plZ e¡ Ll Na 

1997 ¢MËx pe ¢jlf¤l A¡h¡¢pL Hm¡L¡l hl¡Ÿ j§mÉ ¢hO¡ fÐ¢a 

16,00,000/00 V¡L¡ cl i¢̈j hl¡Ÿ fÐc¡e Llz Ae¤på¡eL¡m 

¢jlf¤l p¡h ®l¢S¢ØVÌ A¢gp qa pw¢nÔø Hm¡L¡l i¢̈jl Na-2006 ¢MËx 

pel h¡S¡l j§mÉ pwNËq Ll¡ quz Ha ®cM¡ k¡u ®k, JC pju Eš² 

S¢jl h¡S¡l j§mÉ fÐ¢a naL 2,70,187/00 V¡L¡ ¢Rmz ®p ¢qph 

7.00 HLl S¢jl h¡S¡l j§mÉ (2,70,187 x 700) = 

18,91,30,900/00 V¡L¡z ¢L¿º 7.00 HLl S¢j j¡œ 

3,38,80,000/00 V¡L¡u CS¡l¡ fÐc¡e Ll¡ quRz”............ 

“S¡a£u Nªq¡uZ La«Ñfrl A¢gpl Eff¢lQ¡mL i¢̈j J pÇf¢š 

hÉhÙÛ¡fe¡ A¡p¡j£ ®j¡x A¡Sq¡l¦m qL JC A¢gpl A¢gp pqL¡l£ 

A¡p¡j£ ®j¡x j¢au¡l lqj¡e J LÉ¡¢nu¡l ®j¡x jep¤l A¡mjàu Nªq¡uZ 
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e£¢aj¡m¡, 1993 pwn¡¢da 1999 Hl Ae¤µRc 7.5.12 Ae¤k¡u£ j§mÉ 

¢el©fe e¡ Ll Hhw j¿»Z¡mu qa S¢jl CS¡l¡ j§mÉ Ae¤j¡ce e¡ Ll 

h¡S¡l j§mÉl ®Qu 1,52,50,900/00 V¡L¡ Lj j§mÉ CS¡l¡ fÐc¡e 

Ll plL¡ll A¡¢bÑL r¢ap¡de f§hÑL a¡ A¡aÈp¡v Ll cä¢h¢dl-

409/109 d¡l¡ Hhw 1947 pel 2 ew c¤eÑ£¢a fÐ¢al¡d A¡Cel 5(2) 

d¡l¡u Afl¡d LlRez” 

It is evident from the record that the allegations 

that have been brought against the accused of the FIR 

are found prima-facie true by the investigating officer 

during investigation of the case and thereafter, on 

11.02.2015, having found prima-facie case the 

investigating officer submitted charge-sheet under 

Section 409/109 of the penal Code read with Section 

5(2) of the Prevention of Corruption Act, 1947 against 

the FIR named accused including the present accused-

petitioner. 
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A relevant portion of the charge-sheet with 

regard to allegation against the accused-petitioner 

reads as follows :  

“ac¿¹L¡m p¡h-l¢SØVÌ¡l, ¢jlf¤l p¡hl¢S¢ØVÌ A¢gp ®bL 

pÈ¡lL ew-1026, a¡¢lM-23/10/93 j§m fÐ¡ç JC pjul Hm¡L¡l 

i¢̈jl h¡S¡l j§mÉ pwNËq Ll ®cM¡ k¡u ®k, ¢jlf¤l q¡E¢Swul fÐ¢a 

naLl j§mÉ ¢Rm 2,70,187/00 V¡L¡z ®p ¢qph 7 HLl i¢̈jl 

h¡S¡l j§mÉ c¡s¡u 700 x 2700187 = 18,91,30,900/00 V¡L¡z 

¢L¿º S¡a£u Nªq¡uZ La«Ñfrl A¢gp ®bL j¡œ 3,38,80,000/00 

V¡L¡u hl¡Ÿ fÐc¡e Ll gm Ah¢nø (18,91,30,900-

3,38,80,000) = 15,52,50,900/00 V¡L¡ plL¡ll A¡¢bÑL 

r¢ap¡de quz  

ac¿¹L¡m pwNªq£a ®lLXÑfœ J pw¢nÔøcl hš²hÉ qa S¡e¡ k¡u 

®k, ü ü Afl¡dl ¢hhlZ ¢ejÀ ®cu¡ qm¡ x- 

(1) Se¡h ¢jSÑ¡ A¡î¡p x- 

S¡a£u Nªq¡uZ A¡Ce-2000 Hl 20(2) d¡l¡ Ae¤k¡u£ Nªq¡uZ 

La«Ñfrl A¡Ja¡d£e S¢j hl¡Ÿl ¢hou¢V Nªq¡uZ La«Ñfrl 
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HM¢au¡ld£e qJu¡ üšÆJ p¡hL Nªq¡uZ J NZf§aÑ j¿»£ ¢jSÑ¡ A¡î¡p 

Na-27/07/06 ¢MËx a¡¢lM Y¡L¡ p¡wh¡¢cL pjh¡u p¢j¢aL 6¢V naÑ 

p¡fr 7.00 HLl S¢j hl¡Ÿ fÐc¡e Ll¡l ¢hou Ae¤j¡ce Llez 

h¡Ù¹h p¡wh¡¢cL, p¡wúª¢aL LjÑ£, ¢nÒf£ J p¡¢q¢aÉL ®cl ®L¡e pwNWe 

e¡ b¡L¡ pšÆJ j¡ee£u fÐd¡ej¿»£l cçl qa a¡cl Ae¤L̈m S¢j 

hl¡Ÿl Blank Ae¤j¡ce ®eu¡ quz flhaÑ£a ¢Tm¢jm hýj§M£ pjh¡u 

p¢j¢al Ae¤L¥ml Ae¤j¡¢ca e„¡ ®L¡e L¡lZ R¡s¡C h¡¢am Ll 

p¡wh¡¢cL pjh¡u p¢j¢al Ae¤L¥m By law f¢lhaÑe Ll p¡wh¡¢cL, 

p¡wúª¢aL LjÑ£, ¢nÒf£ J p¡¢q¢aÉLl f¢lhaÑ Y¡L¡ p¡wh¡¢cL p¢j¢aL 

S¢jl j§mÉ ¢edÑ¡lZ ¢e¢ÕQa e¡ Ll 7.00 HLl S¢j hl¡Ÿ fÐc¡el ¢hou 

Ae¤j¡ce Ll plL¡ll B¢bÑL r¢a p¡de LlRez” 

Following the charge-sheet, on 20.10.2016, the 

learned Special judge framed charge against the 

accused-petitioner and others under sections 409/109 

of the Penal Code read with section 5(2) of the 

Prevention of Corruption Act, 1947. 
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Admittedly, at the relevant time of the 

occurrence, the accused-petitioner was the Minister of 

the Ministry of Housing and Public works. So we have 

no hesitation to hold the view that the accused-

petitioner was a public servant at the time of alleged 

occurrence. 

The allegations that have been found against the 

accused-petitioner in the charge-sheet are that the 

accused-petitioner being Minister of the Ministry of 

Housing and Public Works approved the lease in 

respect of  7.00 acres of land in favour of Dhaka 

Journalist Co-operative Samity  incorporating six 

terms and conditions; without having any lawful 

organization of the journalists, the land in question 

was leased out and allotted in favour of the journalists 

taking blank approval from the office of the then 

Prime Minister; the concerned Ministry of the 
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accused-petitioner cancelled the approved scheme, 

sketch map and lease of the Jhilmil Bohumukhi Co-

operative Society previously given to them without 

assigning any reason; without following due process 

of law and without making inter-ministerial and 

departmental co-ordination over the matter in 

question, the accused persons in collaboration with 

each other altered and amended the by-laws and 

thereby approved and leased out 7.00 acres of land in 

favour Dhaka Journalist Co-operative Samity in  a 

lesser price ignoring the market price resulting in 

causing a huge loss of Tk. 1,52,50,900/- to the State. 

It is an undeniable fact that the accused-

petitioner was the then Minister of the Ministry of 

Housing and Public Works and as such, everything of 

the said Ministry is supposed to be done within the 

knowledge of the accused-petitioner. In other words, 
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the accused-petitioner being the then Minister of the 

Ministry of Housing and Public Works cannot avoid 

the duty and responsibility saying that he is not 

involved with the alleged offences since Deputy 

Minister of the said Ministry was in charge of the said 

project and he only approved the lease  as an usual 

official  practice and procedure. It is our sincere 

presumption that the matter of approval and leasing 

out of any government property to anybody else 

cannot be dealt with loosely and without proper care. 

Because breach of a duty of care may cause serious 

and enormous damage and irreparable loss to the 

government property and the government treasury. 

Furthermore, the important document with regard to 

government properties and/or important issues cannot 

be signed by the public servants and responsible 

persons shutting their eyes. And the public servants 
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and/or any responsible persons cannot play their roles 

at the whims and fancies. 

The property in question is a government 

property and certainly the property was in the 

supervision, control and possession of the public 

servants who at the abetment of private person 

committed the offence of misappropriation of money 

leasing out the landed property in lesser value instead 

of market value. In this context, our considered view is 

that any government property, in possession of the 

public servant, should be deemed to be in the 

possession of the government and it is the duty of the 

public servant including all the citizen of the country 

to observe the Constitution and the laws, to maintain 

discipline, to perform public duties, to protect public 

property and to strive at all the times to serve the 

people as per law and the mandate of the Constitution. 
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The public servants would be guilty of misconduct if 

they fall within the categories mentioned in Section 

5(1)(a) to (e) of the Prevention Corruption Act, 1947 

punishable under Section 5(2) of the said Act.  

It is profitable to note that criminal misconduct 

has been defined in section 5(1) of the Prevention of 

Corruption Act, 1947. To constitute an offence under 

this law, the ingredients are that the offenders must be 

public servants and they used corrupt or illegal means 

or otherwise abused their official position as public 

servants and they obtained for themselves or for any 

other person/s any valuable thing or pecuniary 

advantage. Criminal misconducts are of 5 categories 

mentioned in section 5(1) (a) to (e) and all these 

categories of misconducts have been made punishable 

under section 5(2) of the Prevention of Corruption 

Act, 1947. The public servants are said to be guilty of 
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misconduct/s if they fall within the categories 

mentioned in section 5(1) of the Prevention of 

Corruption Act, 1947 punishable under section 5(2) of 

the Prevention Corruption Act, 1947.  

The proposition of law with regard to criminal 

breach of trust by the public servant or by banker, 

merchant or agent along with punishment for the same 

offence has been described in Section 409 of the Penal 

Code which runs as follows: 

409. Criminal breach of trust by public 

servant, or by banker, merchant or agent, Whoever, 

being in any manner entrusted with property, or with 

any dominion over property in his capacity of a public 

servant or in the way of his business as a banker, 

merchant, factor, broker, attorney or agent, commits 

criminal breach of trust in respect of that property, 

shall be punished with imprisonment for life, or with 
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imprisonment of either description for a term which 

may extend to ten years, and shall also be liable to 

fine. 

Apart from the aforesaid law, if any person abets 

any public servant to commit any schedule offence of 

the ACC Act, 2004 and in consequence of the said 

abetment, a public servant commits the said schedule 

offence of the ACC Act, 2004, he or she would be 

punished for the selfsame penal offences that are 

committed by the public servants. 

Section 107 of the Penal Code runs as follows: 

107. Abetment of a thing- A person abets the 

doing of a thing, who- 

Firstly-Instigates any person to do that thing; or, 

Secondly-Engages with one or more other 

persons in any conspiracy for the doing of that thing, if 

an act or illegal omission takes place in pursuance of 
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that conspiracy, and in order to the doing of that 

thing; or, 

Thirdly- Intentionally aids, by any act or illegal 

omission, the doing of that thing. 

Explanation 1- A person who, by willful 

misrepresentation, or by willful concealment of a 

material fact which he is bound to disclose, voluntarily 

causes or procures, or attempts to cause or procure, a 

thing to be done, is said to instigate the doing of that 

thing. 

Explanation-2 Whoever, either prior to or at the 

time of the commission of an act, does anything in 

order to facilitate the commission of that act, and 

thereby facilitates the commission thereof, is said to 

aid the doing of that act. 

Section 109 of the Penal Code reads as under: 
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109. Punishment of abetment if the act 

abetted is committed in consequence and where no 

express provision is made for its punishment- 

Whoever abets any offence shall, if the act abetted is 

committed in consequence of the abetment, and no 

express provision is made by this Code for the 

punishment of such abetment, be punished with the 

punishment provided for the offence. 

Explanation- An act or offence is said to be 

committed in consequence of the instigation, or in 

pursuance of the conspiracy, or with the aid which 

constitutes the abetment. 

Accordingly, we are of the view that in law, 

there is no bar to hold trial or convict a person who 

abets the public servants to commit the schedule 

offences of the ACC Act, 2004 under the selfsame 

penal offences which are allegedly committed by the 
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public servants, without a distinct and separate charge 

against the abettor/s. 

Additionally, in view of the submission and 

counter submission and the materials on record, we are 

also of the opinion that the value of the land in 

question at the relevant time as per submissions and 

documents submitted by the respective parties appears 

to be highly contentious issue which can only be 

decided on taking evidence from the witnesses of the 

respective parties for which trial is very much 

necessary to decide the same framing appropriate 

charge against the accused-petitioner and others.  

Aside from above, under the aforesaid facts and 

circumstances of the case and the allegations disclosed 

against the accused-petitioner in the charge-sheet, our 

school of thought is that a prima-facie case to go for 

trial has been disclosed against the accused-petitioner. 
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Accordingly, we are not at one with the learned 

Advocate for the accused-petitioner that no prima-

facie case has been disclosed against the accused-

petitioner in the prosecution materials. Thus the 

submission of the learned Advocate for the accused-

petitioner on the first issue falls flat.  

Now we want to take up the second issue for 

discussion and decision. As per argument of the 

learned for the accused-petitioner, the investigating 

officer recorded statements of as many as ten 

witnesses under Section 161 of the Code of Criminal 

Procedure but none of them implicated the accused-

petitioner with the alleged offences, so the charge 

framed against the accused-petitioner is groundless 

and this court considering that aspect of the case may 

interfere with the order of framing charge against the 

accused-petitioner. 
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Opposing the aforesaid submission, Mr. Khan 

points out that the investigating officer submitted 

charge-sheet against the accused-petitioner and others 

on the basis of 161 statements and other prosecution 

materials wherein the involvement of the accused-

petitioner has been found; so non-mentioning of the 

name of the accused-petitioner cannot absolve him of 

the case and the allegations; it is apparent from the 

prosecution materials that the accused-petitioner being 

Minister of the concerned Ministry approved the lease 

granted in favour of the Dhaka Journalist Co-operative 

Society.  

It is worthwhile to mention that non-mentioning 

of name of the petitioner in the 161 statements cannot 

exclude him from all possibilities of implication in the 

case. It may be mentioned that the investigating officer 

recording statements from the witnesses and collecting 
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prosecution materials submitted charge-sheet against 

the accused-petitioner and others. It is alleged in the 

charge-sheet that the accused-petitioner being Minister 

of the Ministry of Housing and Public Works 

approved the lease in respect of  7.00 acres of land in 

favour of Dhaka Journalist Co-operative Somity  

incorporating six terms and conditions; without having 

any lawful organization of the journalist, the land in 

question was allotted in favour of the journalists 

taking blank approval from the office of the then 

Prime Minister; the concerned Ministry of the 

accused-petitioner cancelled the approved scheme, 

sketch map and lease of the Jhilmil Bohumukhi Co-

operative Society without assigning any reason;  the 

accused persons in collaboration with each other 

altered and amended the by-laws and thereby  leased 

out 7.00 acres of land in favour Dhaka Journalist Co-
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operative Samity in  a lesser price ignoring the market 

price and approved the same resulting in causing a 

huge loss of Tk. 1,52,50,900/- to the State. Sections 

107 and 109 of the Penal Code contemplate that an 

abetment may be said to be committed by a person 

who, by his engagement or act or illegal omission, 

instigates any person to do a thing.  The record shows 

that the name of the accused-petitioner has been 

divulged in the prosecution materials collected by the 

investigating officer. Moreover, the involvement of the 

accused-petitioner has been disclosed in the 161 

statements of the witnesses namely FM Abdul 

Monayem and Md. Benzamin Haider and the name of 

the concerned Ministry of Housing and Public Works 

has also been appeared in the 161 statements of the 

witnesses.  
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In addition to these, it is important to note that 

the name and allegation may not be figured out in the 

inquiry report and in the FIR but the name of the 

accused along with allegation may be inserted in the 

charge-sheet if prima-facie allegation is found in the 

other credible prosecution materials apart from 161 

statements during investigation of the case. There is no 

specific law in the ACC Act, 2004 to the effect that if 

the allegation against a person/accused is not found or 

traced out at the time of inquiry and in the FIR, that 

person/accused cannot be implicated in the case 

subsequently in the charge-sheet. Our considered view 

is that there is no bar to proceed with the case against 

the person/accused if the involvement of the 

person/accused along with credible materials is found 

subsequently, that is, at the time of investigation. 

Furthermore, if the allegation against a person/accused 
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is found in other credible materials, there is no bar to 

implicate that person/accused in the case though the 

name of that person/accused together with allegation is 

not disclosed in the 161 statements. The 161 statement 

given by witness FM Abdul Monayem, Joint 

Secretary,  Special Officer-in-Charge, Ministry  of 

Public Administration, reads as under:- 

“j¡ee£u j¿»£ jq¡cu Se¡h ¢jSÑ¡ Bî¡p ¢LR¤ ¢ecÑne¡ pq Na 

30/10/2005 ¢MÊx a¡¢lM ¢hou¢V Ae¤j¡ce Llm kb¡ ¢euj pÈ¡lL ew 

653 a¡¢lM 21/11/2005 S¡l£ Ll¡ quz” 

The 161 statement given by witness Md. 

Benzamin Haider, Former Senior Assistant Secretary, 

the Ministry of Housing and Public Works runs as 

follow:- 

“..... p ®j¡a¡hL e¢b EfÙÛ¡fe Ll¡ qm Bjl¡ S¡NªL ®L 

¢h¢d ®j¡a¡hL hÉhÙÛ¡ ®eu¡l ¢hou Ae¤j¡cel SeÉ p¤f¡¢ln fÐc¡e 

Llm j¿»£ Se¡h ¢jSÑ¡ Bî¡p Eš² fÐÙ¹¡hl  p‰ ¢àja ®f¡oe Ll 
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fÐÙ¹¡¢ha S¡uN¡u 10 am¡ ¢h¢nø gÓÉ¡V h¡s£ ¢ejÑ¡el hÉhÙÛ¡ ¢ea ¢ecÑn 

fÐc¡e Llez j¿»£ jq¡cul ¢ecÑn ®j¡a¡hL S¡NªL ®Qu¡ljÉ¡el 

Ae¤L̈m pÈ¡lL ew 653 a¡w 21/11/2005 j§m fœ fÐle Ll¡ quz 

S¡NªL 10 am¡ ¢h¢nø gÓÉ¡V ¢ejÑ¡el eL¡Ê¡ ®fÐle Llm p¡wh¡¢cL p¢j¢a 

Eq¡ Bf¢š fÐc¡e Ll 6 am¡ ¢h¢nø ihel eL¡Ê¡  fÐÙ¹¡h ®cuz flha£Ñ 

EÜÑae La«Ñfrl fl¡jnÑ ®j¡a¡hL ®e¡V Ae¤µRc J 29 H 6¢V fÐÙ¹¡h 

pq e¢b EfÙÛ¡fe Ll¡ quz j¿»£ jq¡cu 27/07/2006 ¢MÊx a¡¢lM 

fÐÙ¹¡h Ae¤j¡ce Llm ®p ®j¡a¡hL pÈ¡lL ew 366, a¡¢lM 

09/08/2006 j§m ®Qu¡ljÉ¡e S¡NªL hl¡hl fœ ®fÐle L¢lz” 

Now question arises as to whether the accused-

petitioner is a beneficiary of the alleged illegal 

transaction which was allegedly done in connivance 

with other accused named in the FIR and the charge-

sheet, whether the accused-petitioner has an 

engagement in the alleged illegal transaction, whether 

being a Minister of the concerned Ministry, he has any 

engagement or act or illegal omission or instigation to 
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any person to do a thing, and whether the accused-

petitioner has been implicated in this case for political 

reason, are highly disputed questions of fact. The 

prosecution needs not always prove the 

misappropriation by direct evidence. The 

circumstances showing the factum of misappropriation 

may also be proved by the oral, documentary and 

circumstantial evidence. In order to prove the offence 

of criminal breach of trust, there must be entrustment 

of property under the control and possession of the 

public servants and allegation of misappropriation 

thereof. In the absence of either of the two ingredients, 

the offence is not complete.  

 From the prosecution materials, a prima-facie 

allegation of misappropriation and abetment thereof 

with regard to leasing out of the government land has 

been disclosed against the accused-petitioner and 
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others in the prosecution materials. Under the 

circumstances, the prosecution should not be debarred 

from proving the allegation of misappropriation and 

abetment by evidence which may be oral, 

documentary and circumstantial in nature. In view of 

the above, we are not satisfied with the second 

submission of the learned Advocate for the accused-

petitioner as those have no legs to stand. 

Now we want to take up the third issue for 

discussion and decision. The learned Advocate for the 

accused-petitioner has persuaded us to convince that at 

the time of enacting the Anti-Corruption Commission 

Act, 2004, the legislature had intention to the effect 

that no person should be harassed with unnecessary 

and mala fide cases and for this reason, the legislature 

has incorporated a provision of preliminary inquiry in 

the law before lodging the FIR and in the instant case 
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at hand, the complicity of the accused-petitioner was 

not found at the time of inquiry and for this reason, the 

name of the accused-petitioner has not been disclosed 

in the FIR and subsequently he has been implicated in 

this case  in the charge-sheet with mala fide intention, 

which is not permitted in law. 

Controverting the aforesaid submission, Mr. 

Khan illustrates that there is no law to the effect that 

all the allegations in details must be disclosed in the 

FIR rather the name and complicity of a 

person/accused may be found in other prosecution 

materials during investigation of the case and as such, 

it cannot be said that charge cannot be framed against 

the accused-petitioner as his name and allegation were 

not found during inquiry and he has been implicated in 

this case in the charge-sheet subsequently and on this 
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count, the impugned order of framing against the 

accused-petitioner cannot be turned down. 

We have categorically observed while deciding 

the second issue that the allegations  may not be found 

at the time of inquiry and in the FIR but there is no bar 

to implicate the accused in the case subsequently in 

the charge-sheet if credible information and materials 

are divulged against him during investigation of the 

case. Under this circumstances, we do not find any 

considerable force of the submission of the learned 

Advocate for the accused-petitioner made on the third 

issue. Accordingly, these submissions made by the 

learned Advocate for the accused-petitioner do not 

deserve appreciation for consideration. 

Considering the facts and circumstances of the 

case and the allegations brought against the accused-

petitioner and others in the prosecution materials, we 
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are of the view that the prosecution has been able to 

disclose a prima facie case to go for trial against the 

accused-petitioner and others and the allegations that 

have been brought against the accused-petitioner and 

others are highly disputed questions of fact which can 

only be resolved on taking evidence from the 

witnesses of the respective parties before the trial 

court. In order to hold the trial of the case, the learned 

trial judge rightly framed charge against the accused-

petitioner and others under Sections 409/109 of the 

penal Code read with Section 5(2) of the Prevention of 

Corruption Act, 1947.  

The legal decisions referred to by the learned 

Advocate for the accused-petitioner are not squarely 

applicable to the present case. Furthermore, some of 

the decisions have been arisen out of the judgment and 
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order of conviction and sentence. The present case at 

hand is a under trial case.  

Having considered all the facts and 

circumstances of the case, the materials on record, the 

propositions of law cited and discussed above, and 

forgoing discussions, observations and reasons, we are 

led to hold the view that there is no incorrectness, 

illegality or impropriety in the order of framing charge 

against the accused-petitioner and others under 

Sections 409/109 read with Section 5(2) of the 

Prevention of Corruption Act, 1947. Accordingly, we 

do not find any merit in this Rule.  

Consequently, the Rule is discharged.   

In consequence thereof, the order of stay granted 

at the time issuance the Rule stands vacated.  

The learned judge of the trial court is directed to 

proceed with the case in accordance with law and to 
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conclude the trial of the case as early as possible 

preferably within 6 (six) months from the date of 

receipt of this judgment and order. 

Let a copy of this judgment and order be 

communicated to the learned judge of the concerned 

court below at once.  

   
 
 
                                   K.M. Hafizul Alam, J:   

                             I agree. 


